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This paper considers a particular case of the mixed axisymmetrical problem 

of the theory of elasticity. It concerns the state of stress which occurs 

when an absolutely rigid semi-infinite cylinder is pressed into a thick- 

walled tube (see fig. ). 

It is required to determine the stress function x(r, z) which satisfies 

the biharmonic equation in the cylindrical system of coordinates 

U”X = 0 

and the boundary conditions on the side surfaces of the tube 

(1) 
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qt. = %‘ 

( 
vVtX -2) = 0 for {; z ;I ;~z>z,‘o;‘~ (2) 

')._ = (1-v)v2x_$5- 1 =O { r = r2, --a<2<+03 
for r = )‘I, --co<x<+=J (3) 

1 + v d”y 
u=-- -7g&-=u” for r=rl, -m<z<O E (4) 

The method of solving the problem formulated was suggested by Dani- 

levskii and Al’perin [ 1 I, and was subsequently used in paper [ 2 1. 

We construct an auxiliary solution of equation (1) 

Xo(r, z, m)=e n’L Q (r) 

where a is a complex parameter. In accordance with [ 2 1 

‘p (r) = AJO (rlcr) + BmrJ1 (mr) + CY, (mr) -+ Zhr Y1 (mr) (5) 

The relationships between A(R), B(m). C(m) and D(r) are determined in 

such a ray that this solution satisfies the first boundary condition (2) 

and boundary conditions (3): 
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A [nqJo (nri) - Jl (nrl)] + Bw [PJ - 1) JO W -I- ~?JI WI f 
+ C [nqyo (4 - YI WI + Dnq [@v - 1) YO (N + 4’1 (n-41 = 0 (6) 

AJ, pq) - B [nqJo (nq) + 2 (I- 4 JI (4 + CYI (w)] - 

--D IwYoW + 2(1 --v) Yl(nrl)l== 0 (7) 

nJ, (YJ) - B [$o (q) + 2 (1 - VI JI (41 + CYI (9) - D I?Yo (?I + 2 (I- 9 Y1 WI = 0 (8) 

On the basis of (5). (6). (‘71, (8) we obtain 

r~~e~“$ (P, 4 
$0, PY ?) = ri” At (9) k (~1) 

where 
r2 

z = Ar,, 7 I- pr1, vk-l = -q, fnr2 = nr), II = - 
r1 

Jo (P?) yo (P?) P?Yl (Pd - P?JI (PV) ’ 

J, (P, 3) = 
JI (?I Ylh) -- A2 IY (?)I AZ IJ hII 
JIWI) YI (4 - A2 [Y (Ml A2 1 J (w)l 

Al[J (41 .bIY !w)l ASP'@, rl)l - AS 1 J (WI 

Al [J (u)] = Jo (w) u - JI (u), A? [J (u)] = 2 (1 - v) JI (u) + uJo (4 

-13 [J (n)] = u I@ - 1) Jo (4 + uJ1 (@I 

A, (P, $ = 

- 111 [J (~rl)l - -11 P’ t~rl)l - Aa [Y (P?) A3 [J Ml 
Jl(d Ylh) --~2IY(dl -\2 [J (?)I 
JI (v) Ylh) - AzP’(nr))l A2 [J WI 

.\I [J (Ml ii1 IY WI li3W (Ml - -13 1 J (Ml 

A, (d = Ar (1, 4, k 01) = - 
h2 Ar (~1 

rl3A 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(‘2) 

h is the minor corresponding to the element of the first line of the 

fourth column in the determinant. The group of elements of determinants 

(10) and (11) contain Bessel functions of the second kind, which have a 

logarithmic singularity at the point q = 0; the determinants themselves, 

however, will be unique functions. 

This follows from the fact that Yn(rj) receives an increment 4iJn@) 

in passing through the origin of coordinates, and the determinants consi- 

dered receive an increment which may be represented in the form of a sum 

of determinants with equal columns. 

The uniqueness of the analogous determinants encountered in the 
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following expressions is established in the same manner. Considering r) 
as a parameter, we form an integral 

o-_, +icp 

which will be the solution of equation (1). if it. together with its de- 
rivatives with respect top and h up to the fourth order inclusive, con- 
verges absolutely and uniformly in the region 1 < p < n, 1x1 < 00. This 
solution satisfies the first boundary condition (2) and boundary condi- 
tions (3). 

(13) 

It remains to determine the function k(l)) in such a fashion that the 
second boundary condition (2) and boundary condition (4) are 
From (2) and (9) it follows 

1 
07 +im 

Or=------ r1 s k 6~) 8’ dq for P= 1, lil<cr) 
--ia, 

i+v 
o--, +icD 

a=-;_ 
1: s + (rl) eArl d? for P=l, IXI<m 

satisfied. 

(14) 

(W 

-- Jl (Prl) - Yl(P?) P?Yo (Prl) - PriJl (Prl) 

Au(p, ?) = 
JI h) Ylh) -bWo?)I 1'2 I J WI 
Jl h) Ylh) --&IY(nq)i A2 I J WI 

if 
of 

The boundary condition (14) becomes the second boundary condition (2) 
kQ 1 is regular in the region Re@) < 6, rl f 0 and the requirements 
Jordan’s lemma in this region are satisfied. The boundary condition 
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(15) becomes boundary condition (4) if 

4‘ h) 
+’ h) = k (‘I) A, tr)) (17) 

is regular in the region Ret?) > 0, 7 f 0 and the requirements of Jordan’s 

lemma are satisfied in this region. At the origin of coordinates y (‘1) 
must have a simple pole with the residue 

res I+ (a)1 In=0 = - &yifFi v) 1 res lk (?)I lri_,, = - 
Euo (nZ - 1) 

2xi[l-v+n~(l+v)] 

To construct the function k(q) following Al’perin [ 1 I, we form the 

infinite product 

where o k and OA are the roots of the equation Ar(t)) = 

right-hand half-plane, and bk and bk are roots of the 

situated on the right-hand half-plane. 

0, situated on the 

equation 4,(7f) = 0 

Investigating n(q) at infinity by the method applied by 

and again in paper [ 2 I, we obtain 

Al’perin [ 1 1 

Now it is easy to establish that 

satisfies all the requirements enumerated above, and the function 

(20) 

is a solution of the boundary-value problem considered. The limiting 

values of the components of the stress tensor as x -+ T m are found ana- 

logouslY c 2 1 : 

From these expressions it may be seen that the state of stress in the 

thick-walled tube as x -+ - 00 becomes plane, corresponding to Lame’s 
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problem with the boundary conditions u = a9 for r = ri and u2 = 0 for 
r= r 

2’ 

In conclusion, we determine the concentration of radial stress and 

the character of discontinuity of the side surface of the tube p = 1 as 
x -? 0. 

Let us consider expression (14) for or as p = 1 

ErAo(n2--1) * . -v 
=2;;i[i-v+n.(i+v)]!;” $%“‘ ( 

The contour of integration C consists of the imaginary axis with the 

symmetrically excluded portion of length 2a replaced by a semi-circular 

arc of radius a, situated in the region Rev < 0. 

Since 1 v \ >, a everywhere on C. the ratio \ Y 1 / \ x 1 may be made as large 

as desired for a sufficiently small h. Using the asymptotic representation 

of ncn, (19), we find the expression for or suitable at p = 1 for small 

h < 0: 

Euo (n2 - 1) e-’ -- 
~‘=-2xiri1/2~h)(1-v~f(n~-1)~I-v+$_n”(l+v)~ ;;V-rd” f- 

In paper [2 3 it was shown that 

Consequently, 

s e-v 

- du z. 2i I/s ,v--v 

&a”($-1) 
.__ 

qt = -- !=I v 2x 1 A / (1 - v”) (/&‘L - 1) 11 - v + /z’! (1 + v)] 

In an analogous manner we find the expression for a, suitable for 

small x > 0 and p = 1: 

u 77 ug - 2u* v Zii(l -vv”)(a’L-1) 

xii-v+?G(lt_v)] 

@a 

(23) 

The solution for the exterior of the cylinder is obtained by a limit- 

ing process as n + ~0. 
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